DISGRACE   ABOUNDING
The track of the road is sovereign German territory, a strip of
Germany laid across Czecho-Slovakia just where the hyphen
comes. It means the prolongation of the German frontiers across
Czecho-Slovakia, the enclosure of the Czechs within the Reich.
If a German commits any crime or offence on that road he is not
subject to the penalties of Czecho-SIovak law; he may be judged
only by German courts.
I think this is an entirely new device in map-making, in the
Great Power game. Do you see what it means? It means that the
Czech lands are a concentration camp. Formerly you had con-
centration camps in Germany for political opponents of the
regime. Now you have concentration camps on the colossal
scale, built on to the frontiers of the Reich, for the internment of
foreign neighbours whose good behaviour is not quite sure.
Strategically it is genius. Germany has not interfered with the
national independence of the Czechs; they may rule themselves,
in their own lands. But they are contained in a German com-
pound; their territory can be occupied within an hour or two if
need arise.
By this extraordinarily astute device of the innocent-looking
'motor-road5, the whole problem of ensuring the subjugation of
the Czechs-was solved at a stroke of the pen. When, a year ago,
I was writing about the subjugation of Czecho-Slovakia, I
jwondered how this complete security could be achieved without
the actual occupation of the whole country, I could not find the
answer. I knew that Czecho-Slovakia would be reduced to
servitude; I also knew that nothing less than complete security
about this would satisfy the Germans, Only military occupation
of the cpuntry seemed to offer that entire security. That was why
I wrote, cl think — I hope I am wrong about this — that the
Germans will sit in Prague'.
Now the Germans have found that method, that I could not
guess, of interning the Czechs without a military occupation. They
do sit in Prague in the spirit, of course, and will appear there more
and more in the flesh. But, ^given that road, they do not need to
occupy the country. The bird is in the hand,
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